
Tyco Fire Protection Products would like to welcome UNISAFE - Fire Protection Systems as our new 
Business Partner for the FireClass range of Fire Detection equipment. We would like to feature your 
company in our next FireClass FireFlash newsletter and hope that you can find the time to complete  
this short Q&A interview to help our readers understand more about your business and your reasons  
for choosing FireClass.

We understand if there are any questions that you would prefer not to answer for confidentially reasons.  
We hope, however, that you will feel comfortable with the questions below.

Can you tell us a little about Unisafe?
Unisafe started as a fire protection contractor in 1990 and later became one of the leaders in the Egyptian market for 
a complete fire protection solution. The founding member, Mr Mohamed Zaki had been involved for over 40 years in 
the fire industry having worked in Germany, Saudi Arabia and attended various institutions in the United States for the 
fire industry from both a system design perspective to new products as the industry kept growing. Unisafe is very well 
recognized amongst the top engineering consulting firms in Egypt and the Middle East. (Shaker, ECG, ACE Moharram 
Bakhoum, Khatib & Alami amongst the well known ones).

How long have you worked at Unisafe?
Five years. However, I grew up playing with toys from various fire shows that my founding father used to bring 
us having been born in a fire protection focused engineering family. I could say over 20 years having known from 
childhood what a smoke detector is, what it does and how to test it.

How long have Unisafe been working in the fire detection industry?
Since the company was founded - 1990. Unisafe has been involved in some of the largest fire detection projects in 
Egypt amongst many and most notable is the International Military Medical Hospital, a 3000 detector, 7 control panel 
(10 loop each) system, a monitored master computerized control room with graphic display and a voice  
evacuation system.

Do you know where the name for your company originated?
The name of the company basically means your one stop to safety needs. the word “uni” is a prefix that is derived from 
the latin language meaning “one or single” and “Safe” as in the word “safety”.

Please provide your website address, if you have one.

www.unisafe.com.eg



In which countries will you be promoting the FireClass product range?

Egypt, Qatar

Which market sectors do you primarily focus on?
FireClass is a mid-range fire protection product. We are aiming to market FireClass to the commercial, residential 
(Compound based), industrial sectors as well as government building and the healthcare sectors (hospitals and clinic).

Where did you hear about FireClass?
Intersec 2013, and already having involved with Tyco for mechanical based products, so the trust and introduction 
was easy.

Why did you choose the FireClass range of fire detection equipment?
I will take Egypt as an example. There are 2 kinds of markets one serves here. the very sophisticated, multi-criteria 
certification requirement projects and the second, the no-name, no certification just minimal needs market. We believe 
a mid-range product is needed here. One that people can trust, backed up by a good name as well as price when in 
comparison to the large scale fire detection equipment you see in airports, hospitals and the oil and gas sector.  
With proper marketing this product can easily become a leader even amongst the well established names, not only 
here but quite possibly all over the Middle East.

Based on your experience, how does FireClass compare to other fire detection brands in the market?
We are yet to find out! The start looks bright.

How can the FireClass team help you to succeed in your market?
We want to create seminars for the product both in Egypt and Qatar. Egypt tends to have very engineering based 
discussions when consultants are invited so we need to really introduce this product with a bang and hopefully the  
“UL Listed, FM Approved requirement crew” can have their fears addressed. This is a problem I have been going 
through here, with some people I managed to convince them (not only in detection equipment but mechanical 
products), Others I have not been so successful because some consulting offices fear that lack of UL/FM certification 
( note that they package the 2 certification boards together for some odd reason) means that your product is a cheap 
one. Others are more aware of products having travelled to Europe and seen how these products are manufactured. 
The war is still on and only you guys can help in that from a design, manufacture and technical specification 
perspective.

Please describe FireClass in three words.

Reliable
Trusted 
Safe


